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Abstract. There is a lack of consensus when using the term “cyberspace” [1]. 

Computers and network devices are prominent in definitions of cyberspace; less 

common is the essential and inclusion of human users. However, the human user 

is both implicitly integral to and actively part of the cyberspace.  

Cyberspace is often conceptualized as three layers of interconnected networks: 

social, information and geospatial (physical) [2]. These represent an indirect hu-

man element within cyberspace. This is characteristic of related fields, such as 

cybersecurity, where human-centered research has been lagging behind techno-

logical aspects. A model that incorporates the human user in cyberspace is needed 

to direct future research and improve security and usability (navigation).   

A new human-centric model of cyberspace is proposed (the HCCM), with the 

user as a physical and integral entity, together with recognition of the cognitive 

representation of cyberspace. It focuses on boundaries and transformation points 

between objects and spaces and offers a platform for future human-centric re-

search in cybersecurity. 
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1 Introduction 

Metaphors and analogies, such as “wild west” and “space”, have been central to at-

tempts to understand the global online computer network and its meaning for society 

and culture broadly [3]. The term “cyberspace” was first used by William Gibson in his 

book, Neuromancer [4], where he defined it as a "a consensual hallucination”. Since 

then, although the term “cyberspace” is commonly used, there is a lack of consensus 

about its meaning and what it encapsulates [1] [5]. It is difficult to represent and model 

cyberspace, due to its associations across physical (e.g. computer hardware) and non-

physical domains (e.g., ‘information’ or ‘online’ space).  

Although computers and network devices are prominent in current common defini-

tions, less common is the inclusion of human users. Cyberspace has been described 
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within dictionary1 and literary sources with themes such as “communication”, “virtual”, 

“electronic”, “network” and “computer” [5] [6] [7]. Kautz [8] identifies hardware and 

software as “universals” within cyberspace, and computers and computer networks as 

preconditions for cyberspace. We strongly assert that humans (e.g., system / computer 

/ network users) are also preconditions for cyberspace: the human user is both implicitly 

integral to the creation of cyberspace and actively part of the cyberspace.   

 

The presence of human-human connections and “communities” within the virtual space 

is widely acknowledged in research literature and common understanding [9]. Popular 

social media sites have billions of active users across the globe sharing information (for 

example Facebook, which had ~2.45 billion monthly active users in 2019 [10]). Infor-

mation transferred from human cognitive and physical space into the digital realm has 

been conceptualized as an extension of the self within the virtual space [11] [12] [13]. 

Implications of human actions within cyberspace in law are becoming more widely 

discussed [14], and language (a human faculty) is mapped in cyberspace [15]. Models 

of risk within cybersecurity also include the interaction between humans and technol-

ogy [16]. Despite this, the human user has not often been included within dynamic 

models of cyberspace. Crucially, a clearer model of the importance of the human user 

in cyberspace is needed, to direct future research and improve the security and usability 

(navigation) of cyberspace. A key aim of the current paper is to provide the structure of 

such a model, that we aim to develop further.  

 

The “cyberspace” concept relies on a cognitive representation of a “space” within 

which information is shared. Human interactions with online devices provide a “win-

dow” into this virtual space. If humans are not integral to cyberspace:  

a) The technology itself would not exist; 

b) [Putting aside the human creation and development] All systems would need 

to be fully autonomous; 

c) Large aspects of data movement would be neglected; 

d) Signals would be reduced to binary connections with no “space” conceived. 

 

Cyberspace has traditionally been modelled as having three layers of interconnected 

networks; geospace (physical), infospace (logical and virtual) and sociospace (social 

and political) [2] [1]. A cyber-physical system (CPS) facilitates the information com-

munication across the three layers. The movement of information ultimately affects 

outcomes and decisions at sociospatial endpoints. For example, one model, based on 

cybernetics – “the scientific study of control and communication in the human and the 

machine” by Norbert Wiener [17], [18], identifies engineering [geospace] and software 

[infospace] aspects of machines in cyberspace, and, economic and socio-cultural as-

pects [sociospace] relating to human users [19]. These models represent, to some ex-

tent, a human end-point element to cyberspace, however it is an indirect role. Using 

models of cyberspace with individual and connected human users directly incorporated 

 
1   Lexico dictionary [32]: “The notional environment in which communication over computer 

networks occurs”. Collin’s English Dictionary [36]: “In computer technology, cyberspace re-

fers to data banks and networks, considered as a place”. 



is crucial to help to guide research in human factors and socio-cultural aspects of cy-

bersecurity, and beyond. For example, to embed improved cybersecurity practice within 

a staff culture, a multi-faceted and human-centric approach is needed [20] [21] [22]. 

Hai Zhuge has, for the past 10 years or so, been exploring the concept of a 

social-cyber-physical space and the future of a connected cyber-human world [23]. In 

a world with seamless cyber-human relationship, Zhuge envisaged the coming together 

of the Physical, Virtual and Mental [24], [25] [26]. The inclusion of ‘Mental’ here be-

gins to allude to a vision of a cyberspace that can includes a cognitive element, to better 

direct human factors and psychological research in human-machine interaction.  

The importance of human cognition in cyber-human interactions is also pos-

ited by Jinhua and colleagues [27], who describe cyberspace as a space parallel to tra-

ditional space, into which we project “simulations” of physical and social elements 

[28], [29], [30]. This is a useful concept, as it acknowledges humans as the creators of 

this projection, and places them as prerequisites to cyberspace. This is also key when 

directing research in the usability of systems and architecture.  

A network model created by Hao et.al. [31] places humans as integral to ac-

tivity within cyberspace and aims to help with analyzing threats in the cyberspace. The 

inclusion of humans is crucial to this process and with improving defence within cy-

bersecurity; human error plays a major role in cyber-breaches [32] . This model begins 

to explore the importance of humans within the cyberspace, but does not fully address 

the interaction between humans and the physical or information space.  

Each of these models has made important developments in conceptualizing a 

cyberspace that helps to guide research in the area. A new model of cyberspace is pre-

sented below, that brings together some of these ideas, to provide a more human-cen-

tric model. A network representation from the physical, cognitive and social human 

user, to the physical device and virtual spaces will help guide research in fields such 

as cybersecurity  

2 A new model of cyberspace 

Our new Human-Centric Cyberspace Model (HCCM) includes various novel concepts: 

• The user as a physical and cognitive entity; 

• The user as integral within cyberspace; 

• The cognitive representation of cyberspace; 

• A focus on boundaries and transformation of information between elements. 

 

The new HCCM identifies humans, devices and systems as the key objects within cy-

berspace. Information is transferred between humans and systems through the use of 

devices that have hardware and software elements. Humans and systems are connected 

through a network of activity, which is dynamic and is driven by the goals of human 

users and architects. Within the HCCM, “cyberspace” is the cognitive representation of 

this activity space. 

 

Human users exist in the physical space, interacting with physical devices. The physical 

human applies perceptual (e.g., seeing information, attending to information) and cog-



nitive (e.g., decision-making, judgment, reasoning) abilities that process the infor-

mation presented via a device (e.g., the human-machine interface / HMI). “Social” or 

“cultural” aspects are also important manifestations within cyberspace: they are projec-

tions and representations created by human users, which are reliant on cognitive and 

perceptual processes (see Fig 1). Data transferred between systems is within the “in-

fospatial” (not physical) space. The connected infospace is reliant on software, which 

in turn is reliant on hardware for function (see Fig 1).  

 

 

Each of the levels in the human and machine aspects of cyberspace have important 

interactions across the human-system/machine boundaries (see Fig 1). Mapping these 

connections and boundaries can guide research concerning humans within cyberspace 

such as human-machine interaction and human-centered cybersecurity (see Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Research areas identified using connections between elements of the HCCS. 

 Description/Key Questions Example research areas 

A Human users interacting with physical devices. How 

does design the of devices affect human usage? 

Human-machine interac-

tion; Human factors; Usa-

bility of hardware. 

B Humans processing information received on physical 

devices e.g. visualization techniques, nudges. How can 

hardware support decision-making and improve effi-

ciency? 

Human-machine interac-

tion; Human factors; Usa-

bility; Decision-making. 

 

C Hardware availability across different cohorts. How 

does this technology support economic and social pro-

jections? How do technologies interact with multiple 

users across different cultures? 

Inclusion; Technological 

advances. 

 

D Human interaction with software technologies. How 

does software support cognitive processes to achieve 

goals? 

Cognition; Decision mak-

ing. 

 

E Software availability across different cohorts. How 

does software support economic and social projections? 

How does interact with multiple users across different 

cultures and support shared goals? 

Inclusion; Technological 

advances. 

 

Human users 

Human Physical 

Human Cognitive 

Human Social and 

Economic 

Hardware Physical 

Software Infospace 

Network Infospace 

Fig 1. A human centered cyberspace model, to be used as a high-level tool to guide 

cyber research: see Table 1 for suggested research areas based on connections.  
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F How does network architecture support human use and 

decision-making? How do humans represent a con-

nected information space? 

Cognition; Human-ma-

chine teaming; Decision- 

making. 

 

G How do connected networks support economic and so-

cial projections? How does a connected network inter-

act with multiple users across different cultures and 

support shared goals?  

 

Digital communications; 

Socio-economics; Policy 

and borders. 

 

Each of the connections indicates an area of research that can be further broken down 

into research modules, inspiring topics and human factors guided research; an area that 

has been lagging behind a technological focus in areas such as cybersecurity. This 

model can aid with preventative management of cyber threats within a human-machine 

connected cyberspace by turning the risk of human error into an opportunity for re-

search and improvement and by crucially including human-users in the planned solu-

tion [33].  

Conclusion 

 

Within the current paper, we highlight the lack of research and associated literature 

that models and considers humans as integral within cyberspace. Drawing upon some 

recent examples where humans have been considered to some extent [2] [19] [25] [27] 

[31] and through consideration of human physicality, cognitive abilities (e.g., percep-

tion, attention, thinking) and human social and economic factors, we have developed 

and present the first version of the HCCM. With humans included within conceptuali-

zations of cyberspace, the model allows for important considerations to be recognized 

as areas for research investigation within the field of human-centric cybersecurity, and 

beyond. Next steps will involve further developing this high-level model to a more spe-

cific cyberspace concept and research guide. 
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